Mountain View Elementary School

DINE OUT DAY
The East Coast Pizza Company!
Thursday, January 25, 2024
4:00pm - 9:00pm
2667 Tapo Cyn Rd Food Court
(805) 520-3500

Must show flyer (paper or digital) to benefit Mountain View. 20% of event sales will be donated to your Wolf Pack!
Mountain View Elementary School
¡Día de comer fuera de casa en
The East Coast Pizza Company!
Jueves, 25 de enero 2024
4:00pm a 9:00pm
2667 Tapo Cyn Rd Food Court
(805) 520-3500

¡Muestre el volante impreso o digital en East Coast Pizza Company y donaremos el 20% a Mountain View!
Free Family Education Webinar

Anxiety: Understanding & Supporting Anxiety in Kids

Register Here

It can be hard to understand what your child might be going through. Join this free webinar with Simi Valley USD and a clinical expert from Daybreak Health to learn about anxiety in elementary-aged kids, including:

- Learning about the prevalence + impact of anxiety
- Differentiating between feelings of stress & anxiety disorders
- Identifying signs and symptoms of anxiety in elementary-aged kids
- Learning actionable ways to help support your child with anxiety
- Q&A with a licensed clinician

Date: Mon, Jan. 22
Time: 6-7 pm

Register Here

Session led by:

Juan Treviño
Licensed Clinical Social Worker,
Daybreak Clinical Director

Scan to register: